
 
 

 

  Resume Talking Points 

 

1. Professional appearance 

Looks matter, and not just during the interview. If your resume appears slapped together, you're 

not going to make a positive first impression and invite the recruiter to want to read the specific 

content. 

• Does the resume look professional? There are free resume templates available on the 

Web. Search Google and find one you like, and edit it to reflect your experience. 

• Are margins at least ½" on all sides, but no more than 1"? 

• If the resume is over one page in length, is it warranted? A good rule of thumb: one page 

equals ten years' experience. 

• Are you using bold and italics used selectively to emphasize important information? 

2. Well-organized 

Clean and simple is the best. It should be easy to skim and see the progression of your work 

experience. Is there enough information within each section to substantiate the need for a 

heading? 

• Is there one space between each section? 

• Is the content of each section single-spaced? 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?site=&tbm=isch&source=hp&biw=1920&bih=897&q=free+resume+templates+word&oq=free+resume+templates+word&gs_l=img.3..0l2j0i8i30l8.2339.7430.0.7693.26.17.0.9.9.0.186.1408.5j7.12.0....0...1ac.1.64.img..5.21.1423.IXbInGtKDTA
http://pngimg.com/download/67698
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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3. Compelling content 

Companies are interested in hiring people who can make their organizations better. List 

accomplishments—not tasks. Your resume should indicate how you've created success for your 

past employers. 

• Is information relevant to your career interest area? If not, consider being brief in these 

outside areas if your resume is exceeding a single page. 

• Is information provided in short phrases, not sentences? 

• Does the content focus on responsibilities and accomplishments? 

• Does each entry include an easy-to-understand job title? 

• If the job is not obvious, does the entry include three to five responsibilities, tasks, special 

projects, or accomplishments to describe the job? 

• Are numbers, data, dollar amounts, or percentages used to quantify job duties and results 

(if applicable)? 

• Do the skills and keywords have a high match rate to the most frequently desired skills by 

employers?  

4. Mistake free 

Ask a friend to review your resume after running a spell-check to correct simple mistakes that 

could rule you out of being considered. 

• Is the resume free of errors in English grammar, spelling, and vocabulary? 

• Is the resume free of punctuation errors? 

• Is capitalization used appropriately? 

5. Contactable 

At the risk of stating the obvious! 

• Is your name on the resume? 

• How about your current address, email, and phone number? 

If you can confidently answer these questions and an unbiased friend confirms, your resume is 

much more likely to be recruiter-ready! Now you're ready to start being discovered by potential 

employers. 
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